
The tabloid printer with high-quality color—including  
white—for graphics and textile transfers

pro920WT



pro920WT
A digital color printer that  
delivers a new set of creative possibilities.
For transfer professionals in the high-quality short-run marketplace, staying competitive means having a printer  
that can deliver a lot—for less. A workhorse that turns out breathtaking output at a fast pace for just pennies  
per page, and fits comfortably into your existing color workflow. 

Above all, as OKI understands it, your printer must be able to print true white.

The new OKI proColor™ pro920WT Tabloid/A3 digital color printer is the perfect solution for your on-demand printing 
needs, especially because white is so important to your output. The addition of white toner allows for lower-cost 
textile transfer media for direct imaging to fabric applications. It’s also perfect for lower-cost signage and films that 
require white. The pro920WT combines: 

•	 HD	(High	Definition)	Color	printing	for	breathtaking	output

•	 Inclusion	of	white	toner	for	printing	on	textile/transparent	media1

•	 White	Transfer	mode	for	specialty	media,	transfers	and	clear	films

•	 Cost-efficient	short-run	production	printing	capability	

The	pro920WT.	Think	of	it	as	your	opportunity	to	open	doors	to	new	business.

OKI proColor™	pro920WT	Highlights:

HD Color printing technology—now with the inclusion of white toner—for increased 

color depth, richer hues and solid white coverage1

Fits seamlessly into your existing color printing workflow 

Single Pass Color™ digital technology—straight-through print path handles  

up to  80 lb. cover (216 gsm), tabloid-extra sheets (12" x 18"),  

up to 12.9" x 47.24"

CMY/White print mode

1200 x 600 dpi print resolution for clear, sharp text and graphics

High-productivity print speed—up to 31 ppm Color and 36 ppm Monochrome2

Network connectivity standard

512 MB RAM standard and a powerful 800 MHz processor

Memory and paper capacity upgrades, optional 40 GB hard disk drive

1-Year On-Site warranty3 for lower operating costs

1 Printing white on textile substrate may require a two-step process involving heat transfer paper.
2 Published performance results based on laboratory testing. Individual results may vary.
3 Available in the U.S. only.

The	OKI	proColor™ Series  pro920WT Color Printer



HD Color printing for 
breathtaking	output
For the transfer industry, the 
pro920WT is the product that 
delivers consistent professional-
quality output through OKI® 
HD Color printing technology, 
automatically calibrated colors, and 
color corrections made on the fly. 
The composite colors and media 
profiles in the pro920WT have 
been tuned to provide consistently 
vibrant images. That and up to 
1200 x 600 dpi resolution enables 
the pro920WT to deliver fine details 
and stunning depth of image.

The printer also has an innovative 
feature allowing you to actually put 
down white on specialty paper and 
signage media, transparent film, 
and image transfer media.1  You can 
produce T-shirt transfers, mouse 
pad transfers, clear cling signage 
media and much, much more.

Media flexibility and  
cost-efficiency,	too
The pro920WT produces a wide 
range of output on a variety of 
media weights and sizes. Single 
Pass Color™ technology and a 
straight-through paper path deliver 
faster print speeds, minimal jams, 
and smooth handling. 

Short-run	production	
printing
The pro920WT is also a short-run 
production printer that easily and 
efficiently handles a few sheets or 
a few thousand, on media ranging 
from 20 lb. bond to 80 lb. cover  
(75 gsm to 216 gsm). Envelopes, 
letter, legal and tabloid-extra 
(12" x 18") sheets, 3" x 5" cards 
and custom sizes ranging to 
12.9" x 47.24" banners. All with 
consistently high-quality results 
from first sheet to last, and from 
batch to batch.

The	competitive	advantage	
you’re	looking	for
The OKI proColor Series pro920WT: 
high quality and reliability with low 
operational costs—the affordable 
Digital Color Printer (now with 
white!) for your short-run and  
on-demand printing needs.

Single Pass Color™	technology	and	
straight-through	paper	path	handles	 
thick	paper	stock	and	banner	sheets.

An innovative feature 
enables	the	printer	to	 
apply	white.




